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misuse to make positive change.
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Introduction > CEO

Introduction > Chair

As I reflect on the past year I am conscious of the
difficult background against which we seek to deliver
our objectives. It strikes me as more important than
ever that the values the charitable sector bring remain
at the centre of the substance misuse field. The
definition of a charity is to delivery benefits to others. A
charity’s primary focus is not its own growth the focus is
outside itself, its objective is ‘bigger’ than it. We believe
that reconciling what being a charity means with the
‘business’ environment within which we operate is
crucial for both the charity and the future health of
the field.

The world around ADS is in a constant state of change
and there is the feeling that the only constant is change.
Certainly, this year has been a mix of continuity and
change for everyone involved with ADS. The fact
that the charity has continued to deliver high quality
recovery services throughout the last twelve months
and can still look to a positive future is a credit to
everyone involved.

One result of the ever changing landscape is that the
opportunities for collective information sharing and
learning have become less frequent at all levels across
different communities and organisations. We view
the sharing of learning as crucial to the continued
improvement of services across all providers in the
field. So we were delighted to be a part of the launch
and delivery of the Northern Recovery College this
year. Coming out of a conference Aspire hosted
on ABCD (Asset Based Community Development)
we believe this unique way of connecting people
represents an opportunity to support a grass roots
approach to empowering members at every level.
I think David Best put it most eloquently when he
said “This is a great example of applying academic
knowledge and skills to support local partnerships and
to improve the wellbeing of staff and the outcomes
for drug and alcohol users and their families. We are
building sustainable partnerships to strengthen local
communities and to make the university an accessible
and positive resource for vulnerable populations in
Rotherham, Doncaster and South Humber.”
In such a changing environment where services are
frequently re-tendered, there have of course been
some sad moments. This year we said goodbye to
our service in North East Lincolnshire. After delivering
services there since 2003, it was a sad day and we wish
the new provider well.
Despite the change all around us it is pleasing to note
that our financial position has remained stable and
my thanks goes to our finance team who work behind
the scenes but are such an important part of ADS. This
enables us to invest in the future and continue to deliver
benefit to the communities, families and individuals
affected by substance misuse.
Finally, none of this would be possible without the
vision, passion and professionalism of everyone who
works for ADS. Thank you. I look forward to working
with you to make a difference to people in what
promises to be another challenging and exciting year.
_
Tim Young
Chief Executive > The Alcohol & Drug Service

It is beyond question that the services ADS provide are
massively important. The availability of illegal drugs
and alcohol and the increasing numbers of people that
are drawn into dependency, who are fighting a daily
battle against addiction is evidence that the issues are
not going to go away any time soon.
I believe there is a gradual but growing realisation
within the wider public of the scale of the issue and
also an increased awareness that the strategies being
implemented to deal with those issues are not turning
the tide. Given the prevailing economic conditions we
are not alone in finding that the financial resources
being made available are insufficient to make the
required impact.
Losing the Foundations service in Grimsby, where
excellent work was being done, was very disappointing.
In retendering for that contract it was important to be
realistic about how much it would cost to provide a
viable and safe service. Our commitment must be to
always deliver safe services as a minimum standard.
Despite all of those challenges the ADS team has
continued to do great work in supporting people
wanting to make positive change. Community has
been an important theme over the last year. There
is strong evidence to show how being a part of a
recovery community working together can have a
far greater positive impact than trying to deal with
addiction alone. We understand that addiction is not
just about the individual but about those around that
person; their family, friends, colleagues who are also
impacted. I have seen this year ADS staff helping to
build recovery networks and communities to enhance
the chances of successful recovery.
Given the many challenges, whatever ADS achieves it is
through the hard work and the dedication of its people
and they are a truly inspirational bunch! Led by the
example of our Chief Executive Tim Young, right across
the organisation their energy, their commitment and
their passion for what they do is obvious. Within the
communities they serve there is a growing respect for
the ADS team and they are winning friends as well as
turning lives around. As an example of this the annual
Recovery Games once again proved that recovery can
be fun! Thank you for everything you have done this
year.
Finally, I’d like to thank my Board Members for their
support of ADS and the part they play in ensuring that
we maintain our focus on the charitable purpose of
ADS to deliver high quality recovery services.
_
Jonathon Boddy
Chair > Board of Trustees
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Jack’s Story (Not Real Name)

_
In 1997 I got sent to Prison. I’d never seen or been
around drugs, I got padded up with a guy I had known
for some time; he was on heroin but I didn’t associate
with the people on drugs. I tried to keep myself away
from that lifestyle; I went to the gym a lot while I was
locked up. I got quite addicted to going all the time;
my pad mate was getting bullied so I looked after
him. One day I had a visit and it didn’t go very well, I
was upset and angry when I went back to my pad, my
friend was sat smoking it so I said to him “come on then
give me some, let’s see what the fuss is all about”. So
every time my friend had some I shared it with him.
That’s how I ended up with an addiction to heroin; I will
never forget that man who introduced me to drugs. I
wish I never had tried the devil drug, it ruins your life.
What I would say to anyone going to try it ‘just stop’
and think about it, it ruins your life and the people
around you who love you, it ruins their lives too.

_
No matter
how hopeless
it feels, there
is a way out.

This addiction has gone on since I first ever tried that
poison, I have struggled with this drug for 20 years
on and off, I have lost my job, wife, kids and home. It
has caused me to suffer with mental illness, anxiety,
depression and a strong feeling of worthlessness. It has
now got to the point where I feel I’m getting too old
now to be able to fix my life and get back what I have
lost. It’s an awful feeling to think that you’re now left on
your own because of all the bad things you have done
because of the effects of that heroin and cocaine have
caused. I’ve lost my family and very good friends. I feel
I’m never going to get this back, if only I could go back
in time and fix this! But obviously I can’t.
This was how Jack (not his real name) felt when
he came to us. He is now stable in services and is
beginning to believe in a future.
No matter how hopeless you feel, there is a way out.
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Hope, inspiration and recovery
aspirations are passed on
to others
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Celebrating
Recovery

It takes a lot of courage to overcome addiction and
face your problems and decide you will learn to
handle them in a different way. It usually means
making changes within yourself and even in your
surroundings. That is why it is important that mile
stones on the road to recovery are recognised and
celebrated.
At ADS we make our celebrations visible as this also
helps the local community as a whole to see that
recovery is possible and view people in recovery in
a positive light. It helps promote the understanding
that people in recovery are not separate from but
are a part of the community and have a valuable
contribution to offer. This in turn promotes and
supports the reintegration of people in recovery.

1

2

Across our services there are many different ways
we celebrate and raise the visibility of recovery,
from graduation ceremonies at our Structured Day
Programmes in Aspire Doncaster and The East
Riding Partnership to the presentation of awards
for achievements such as our Peer Mentor training
graduation ceremonies, to jumble sales and fairs,
recovery walks and our ever growing successful
annual Recovery Games which has run its 4th event.

Award Ceremonies

4th Annual Recovery Games

We make our celebrations visible through our award
ceremonies to motivate others who are on their
own recovery journey as well to recognise what has
worked well and if there’s something you can take
from it to inspire or replicate in other actions and
goals.

This year our fourth annual Recovery Games saw
over 650 people from all parts of the UK coming
together in a fun packed day of celebration of people
in recovery from drug and alcohol addiction. Fast
becoming a local tradition, the event has grown
massively and is becoming an important date in the
UK Recovery Calendar. This year the games were
attended by the Civic Mayor of Doncaster Councillor
George Derx; North Lincolnshire Deputy Mayor
Councillor John Briggs and the Mayor of Rotherham
Councillor Eve Rose Keenan, who joined the crowds
of supporters to cheer on the 36 teams taking part in
gladiator style games and obstacle courses.

Our volunteer peer mentor programme has grown
from strength to strength. Each mentor has lived
experience of being in recovery making them best
placed to offer advice and support to people to help
turn their lives around. We celebrate our mentors
achievements by holding graduation ceremonies to
mark them graduating from our Level 1 & 2 Mentoring
and Peer Support Certa accredited qualification
(Photos 1-6).

Visible Recovery
We regularly hold events and fetes and open days
for our service users, friends and local community.
New Beginnings held a Summer Fete for service users,
friends and neighbours. Celebrating #recovery good
day at #GreatGetTogether (Photos 7-9).
New Beginnings started #recovery month with a walk
in the peaks (Photo 10).

The Recovery Games offer visible evidence that
recovery does and can happen. Every person taking
part was on their own journey of recovery or had a
friend or family member on the recovery journey. It
was a great day out for the whole family and once
again we were pleased to see local people come
along and show their support. A highlight of the
games is the ‘colour run’ which takes place half way
through the day, dancing, colour everywhere and
giant smiles characterise this part of the day.
Watch the video here: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?time_continue=1&v=PIq94sGoDfk
(Photos 11-14)

External Recognition
3

4

Our staff and volunteers received great recognition
at the RDaSH awards night for all the work put in
#inspiring staff. There was a shout out for Volunteers
of the year Susan Hodgson, Leanne Rowland, Sandra
Hardy and Aspire Families (Photo 15).
Dave Reade from The East Riding Partnership has
received the award for outstanding care at the
Humber NHS Foundation Trust staff awards. Well
deserved Dave, you do brilliant work a big thank you
from everyone for what you do (Photo 16).
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Susan's Story

_
Susan Hodgson is now in recovery from her addiction
to alcohol thanks to our Aspire service in Doncaster.
Three years ago Susan decided it was time to take
control of her drinking behaviour and today she’s is a
Peer Mentor for the service and helps others to beat
their addiction.
Susan has also secured herself an ‘as and when’
contract in the WellBean Coffee Lounge at Tickhill
Road Hospital. She has become a Carer Governor
for Rotherham Doncaster and South Humber NHS
Foundation Trust and more recently was awarded
Volunteer of the Year 2017 at its Annual Awards
Ceremony.
But all this would not have been possible without the
right support and a lot of determination.
“It‘s still difficult to talk about the past. My addiction
with drink first started after my husband died. We
married when I was 17 and we were together for 26
wonderful years. After he died I felt lost. I met someone
else and that’s when my drink problem started. They
would drink every night and I started doing the same.
Before I knew it I had a serious drinking habit.
It ripped my family apart and was almost the end of
me. I knew I needed help and that’s when I found New
Beginnings, a detox and day recovery programme –
it’s an amazing place and it changed my life!
I needed something in my life that I enjoyed and I
wanted to help other people who were going through
what I had. I trained as a mentor and supported others.
I would go along with them to their appointments or
just simply be there to listen.
I’ve been an Aspire Peer Mentor for 18 months. When
the WellBean Coffee Lounge opened, I volunteered
a few days a week. I enjoy it. It helped me get my
self-confidence back and I meet lots of people. I’ve
now have an as and when role there which is great.
I’ve started sewing again – something which I’ve
not done for a long time, and have since made my
daughter’s wedding dress.
From someone who’s been there, my advice is to get
help as soon as you can and ask for a mentor. Listen to
your family and friends – they know you best and see
what’s happening, even when you can’t.

10
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Treatment and recovery isn’t just about learning
how to control substance use. We believe
having fun and enjoying life with friends and
family are critical to sustainable recovery.

_

Drug & alcohol problems do not exist in isolation.
A range of other issues usually co-exist which can
include mental health, homelessness, domestic
violence, poor education, lack of employment
skills, lack of social skills and positive community
connections. Our services have long since recognised
this and supporting people in these areas is now
embedded in our 'recovery orientated' services.
However, years of austerity and the impact this has
on a range of services means that support critical
to building recovery capital is increasingly difficult
to find. The drug and alcohol treatment system is
specifically under pressure from on-going cuts.

The East Riding Partnership

North East Lincolnshire

Doncaster

ADS are a partnership organisation with SMART
Recovery and support SMART meetings in the East
Riding area. SMART Recovery supports individuals
who have chosen to abstain, or are considering
abstinence by supporting people to learn how to
change self-defeating thinking, emotions, and actions;
and to work towards long-term satisfactions and
quality of life. This year service users of our SMART
meetings met with Angie King the Chief Executive of
SMART Recovery so she could see first-hand the great
support SMART provides to them. In her own words
she found the group “highly inspiring” and reported
that it truly gave her “Goosebumps” (Photo 17).

A team from Foundations lent their support to the
Grimsby 10K run and were part of 350 volunteers who
made this annual event possible. With over 3,000
people taking part it is a big local event which brings
the local community together and raises money
for a number of good causes. The team of peer
mentors, volunteers and staff were given the task of
marshalling and supporting the race which included
ensuring some roads remained closed to traffic.

Physical activity has a huge potential to enhance
wellbeing. Participation in regular physical activity
can increase self-esteem, reduce stress and anxiety,
develop interests and build wellbeing. Our service
user groups continue to enjoy a wide range of
physical activities. Activities include bike rides and
outdoor pursuits (Photos 20-22).

Following The ‘Beast from the East’ which took the
East Riding by storm, service users and peer mentors
supported ‘The Yorkshire Wildlife Trust in beach
cleans’ event to help with the devastation that was
left. Making such a visible and positive contribution
not only builds the confidence and sense of wellbeing
of people in recovery but also allows the wider
community to see their contribution and begin to view
them in a more positive light eroding some of the
more negative pre-conceptions about the group.

Activities
In response to this we have increased our efforts
to identifying solutions. In each of our localities we
have continued to support service users activities by
providing a service-user ‘Recovery Fund’. Funds are
released to a local steering group of service-users
with the authority to spend as they agree, giving direct
control over activities, innovations and developments.
Part of recovery capital is about rediscovering
hobbies and activities and discovering new ones. This
supports people to become a part of positive groups,
increase social skills and capital and to increase
wellbeing.

11

Changes Service staff from The East Riding
Partnership delivered sessions for the Humber Trust
Recovery College. The Recovery College believes in an
educational approach to mental wellbeing, enabling
individuals to recognise their own resourcefulness,
talents and abilities, and arming them with new
knowledge and helpful tools in order to support their
ability to maintain their wellbeing.
The sessions delivered involved understanding the
Cycle of Change and the engagement with the Five
Ways to Wellbeing. Peer mentors supported these
sessions and used their knowledge and understanding
of the Five Ways to Wellbeing to support the aims of
the recovery college.

It was a great opportunity to support the community
and everyone enjoyed the day supporting this great
local event with the rest of the community. The
race organisers Tape2Tape contacted our service
to express their gratitude and let us know that a
tremendous amount of messages and emails’ had
been received saying how fantastic the runners
thought the event was. They praised the marshals
for ensuring that the race goers had a great time
and those out on the course have been given special
thanks for making it all work smoothly and ensuing
the runner’s safety.
The group from Foundations felt this was a huge
positive experience and loved being a part of
such a big event and giving something back to the
community (Photo 18).
Service users and staff at Foundations took part in
SSAFA’s Big Brew Up, which runs each year during
Armed Forces Week to raise funds to provide lifelong
support to all the British Forces and their families.
Everyone enjoyed a cuppa and a cake and at the
same time helped raise money for the Soldiers,
Sailors, Airmen and Families Association (SSAFA)
Armed Forces Charity.
“SSAFA does some fantastic work for people who
are serving now, as well as veterans, having served
in the Armed Forces, it’s a charity close to my heart.
Some of us at Foundations have family who are
serving, and we often have ex-servicemen accessing
our service for support, so we know first-hand about
the help and support provided by SSAFA”

This year our service users were given a fitness boost
thanks to the support of local charity Doncaster
Culture and Leisure Trust (DCLT). The opportunity
to swim and use gyms to improve health can play
a key role in someone’s recovery. So thanks to a
reduced rate over 60 service users a month have
been accessing fitness facilities at over 10 locations
across the borough. This offers opportunities to
build structure into their day, keep active, try new
experiences, and be more involved in the community
they live in (Photo 23).
As part of New Beginnings five ways to wellbeing
‘Give’ session a number of people have been involved
in various community clean-up operations with the
DMBC Stronger Communities team. Getting involved
in community projects like this promotes a sense of
pride and ownership while improving the environment
in the local community. During one litter pick up the
team collected 7 bags of rubbish and chatted with
a number of local community members who gave
thanks for their effort (Photos 24-26).
Our regular cook and eat sessions not only gives
people the chance to learn a crucial life skill
but promotes team work by working in groups,
collaborating on dishes, offering helpful criticism,
learning from and teaching each other, and building
social skills and friendships. Favourites have included
Moroccan chicken and spiced couscous, Haddock &
Muscle lasagne, orange scones with jam and cream,
and lemon curd layered cake #recoveryisdelicious
(Photos 27-29).

- Steve Picket, Non-Medical Prescriber who organised the event.

Thanks to the generous donation of 1,100 teabags
from York based caterers Miller Food Service and a
bumper batch of delicious homemade cakes baked
by Steve’s wife Elaine (Photo 19).
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Quality

We believe that our services and service users are a
part of the community and do not operate in isolation.
So solutions and sustainable recovery must be
rooted in community. Such an approach is reflected
in Asset Based Community Development (ABCD).
ABCD offers a framework for supporting community
development based on strengths and connections
within communities. The approach fits well with the
recovery movement and offers a role for mentors as
‘connectors’ whilst harnessing the strengths of both
the community and those in recovery. For instance, the
UK Life in Recovery survey (Best et al, 2015) reported
that 80% of people in stable recovery were actively
volunteering in their local communities, twice the
rate reported by the general public. Becoming active
participants in the community cements recovery
and contributes to increasing the wellbeing of the
community as a whole. ADS believe this approach
should be inherent in our services to help people
achieve long term meaningful recovery.

We demonstrate a commitment to Quality through
implementing and updating our systems to ensure
continual improvement across the whole of the
organisation.

_

Our service models all include such an approach with
many operating from community hubs. From these we
aim to proactively make connections into communities
offering the assets we bring and seeking connections
to existing assets elsewhere in the community.

Investors in People

CQC

It is a testament to the hard work that everyone puts in that
ADS is one of a select number of organisations, to achieve
the Silver status in the ‘Investors in People’ accreditation.
Investors in People recognises outstanding management,
communication and training within businesses and
organisations. From the thousands that seek Investors in
People accreditation, only a small percentage gain the
Silver status.

Services we deliver in partnership with The Humber NHS
Foundation Trust known as The East Riding Partnership
(ERP) have been rated ‘Good’ by health watchdog, the
Care Quality Commission. To view the full CQC report
please visit:
https://www.cqc.org.uk/provider/RXE?referer=widget3

ISO 9001

Across the charity the importance of training and education
in recovery is recognized and the ADS continue to add to
its capacity to offer accredited qualifications and training.
This year 379 certificates for accredited courses were
awarded including steroid awareness, substance Misuse
Awareness, Novel Psychoactive Substances and Image and
Performance Enhancing Drugs. Volunteer Mentors who
contribute so effectively to the services are all qualified
through our accredited training programme. This assures
quality and supports mentors personal development and
employment readiness.

This year we successfully upgraded our ISO 9001 quality
mark to put us in line with the latest version. The standard
is audited annually to ensure continual improvement.
Our most recent audit was extremely positive with praise
received from the external auditors for our continued high
standards and meeting all new criteria.

Connecting
and Sharing
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As a charity it is embedded in our values and
approach that our goals are ‘bigger than the
organisation’. We are not focused on organisational
growth but on supporting as many people as possible
on their recovery journey. Therefore, rather than utilise
our learning to support organisation growth we took
a decision to support the sharing of learning as widely
as possible. The result has been the creation of the
Yorkshire Recovery College.

“This is a great example of applying academic
knowledge and skills to support local partnerships
and to improve the wellbeing of staff and the
outcomes for drug and alcohol users and their
families. We are building sustainable partnerships
to strengthen local communities and to make the
university an accessible and positive resource for
vulnerable populations in Rotherham, Doncaster and
South Humber.”

Our Doncaster Service ASPIRE teamed up with
Sheffield Hallam University and Spectrum Community
Health to set up a Yorkshire Recovery College for
people working in addiction services and for those
in recovery from substance misuse. The aim of the
college is to promote strength-based approaches
to achieve sustainable recovery and recovery
communities.

David Best, Professor and Head of Criminology at Sheffield
Hallam University.

The Recovery College is for anyone interested in drug
and alcohol addiction or community development
either personally or in their area of study or work.
Tutorials and workshops are jointly devised and
delivered by people who are working, teaching or
who have an interest in the field of drug and alcohol
addiction and recovery. The college also supports
staff working in the health and recovery field with
their continued personal development (Photos 30-37).

Dr Linda Harris, CEO and Chief Medical Officer at Spectrum.

“The Recovery College is a great opportunity for
knowledge sharing. The college brings practitioners
from a variety of community and secure settings
to learn together, along with academics and
researchers in the field”.

Click here for the The Recovery College Prezi
presentation for further information:
https://prezi.com/view/FD1Sn2XPnYLls0oAlt6j/

CHAS
CHAS stands for the Contractors Health and Safety
Assessment Scheme. It is a health and safety accreditation
scheme that ADS has been a member of for several years.
This is a significant scheme promoting the benefits of
effective Health and Safety within industries and business.

Training

We also recognise the need to invest in professionals,
delivering training to a wide range of community
organisations and stakeholders enhancing the community
and organisations capacity to support service users. ADS
also offer the Assessed and Supported Year in Employment
for newly qualified social workers which augments the
placements offered and ensures the next generation of
qualified professionals understands substance misuse.

14
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Services
Aspire (Doncaster)

The East Riding Partnership

Delivered with our partner the Rotherham, Doncaster
and South Humber NHS Foundation Trust (RDaSH),
the Aspire service is a unique community based
recovery model based on our three community
approach. Supported within an operational ‘hub’
and ‘spoke’ structure, this has brought services into
communities improving access and integration.

The hubs based service structure was fully operational
this year continuing its high performance during the
transition. The service continued to innovate which
included the successful introduction of a specialist
Live Chat line for Image and Performance Enhancing
Drugs.

The services recovery focus has been enhanced and
the very popular annual Recovery Games celebrating
recovery continues to grow in popularity every year.
Once a regional event, teams now travel from all over
the UK to compete extending the recovery network
and providing a positive message about recovery
#recoveryisfun.

Digital and social media

Supporters
of the Year

The service has maintained its upward performance
trend on the key indicator of number of successful
discharges as a proportion of those in treatment for
the fourth year in a row.

The charity continues to look to the future and this
year saw the continued development of its digital
capacity including the improvement of the on line
screening and referral tool.

The service continues to make positive links into the
community and the popular service user allotment
maintaining its donation of produce to a number of
organisations in the area increasing the visibility of
recovery.

Facebook and twitter continue to be utilized by the
charity and service user groups are encouraged
to use their own facebook pages to support their
recovery network.
Website

There are some great people in the community
who support our services and service users,
and each year we celebrate this with an award
for the valued supporter of the year.

Social media

Foundations (North East Lincolnshire)

15

38

The website underwent a review and a number of
improvements were introduced including a new Live
Chat facility specifically for Image and Performance
Enhancing Drugs users.

Unfortunately when the contract was retendered
towards the end of the year it was not possible within
the financial envelope, to design a service of a quality
and safety which was acceptable to ADS and our
partners in the bid. So on 1 July we sadly handed over
the service to a new provider.

Valued Supporter of the Year Award

Supporters

We recognise great people in the community who
support our services and service users, and each
year we celebrate this with an award for the valued
supporter of the year. This year the award went to
The Cherry Tree Centre in Beverley for supporting
our service in The East Riding “The East Riding
Partnership”. They have been instrumental in making
our SMART recovery and family service meetings as
popular as they are. They really have gone ‘the extra
mile’ to support our family meetings. The families of
those using drugs or alcohol often feel isolated and
these groups are crucial in offering them the support
they need. Many of the families can only get to these
meetings in the evening and, although the centre is
closed, a volunteer always arrives to open up and
close after we are finished. Family members can be
fearful of being judged by others but the centre do
so many things to make people feel welcome such
as providing refreshments and providing access to
the food bank. These things really do make such a
difference to the group members. The impact of their
support on the people using the support group cannot
be underestimated (Photo 38).

We would once more like to thank all of our
supporters who have helped us over the year. In
order to recognise all of those who have given grants,
donations or raised money through sponsorship and
fundraising we have set up a roll of honour on the
ADS website:
ads-uk.org/support-us/a-big-thank-you/
Without your support we wouldn’t be able to offer our
service users the innovative and often life changing
services and activities that really do create such a
positive change. This years’ Recovery Games was
totally funded by donations and thanks to a fabulous
effort from many people £10,000 was raised to enable
the event to go ahead. We are already thinking of next
year and raised a fantastic £650 on the day which will
go towards other activities and next year’s Recovery
Games.
Want to fund raise for ADS?
Simply email giving@ads-uk.org
Or visit our website at https://ads-uk.org/support-us/

Donor of the Year Award
Like any charity we are facing increased budget cuts
and rising costs and are therefore extremely grateful
for any donations we receive throughout the year
which come from a variety of sources. We celebrate
our donors with an award for the valued donor of
the year. This year we selected The Sir James Reckitt
Charity.
This charity is local to Hull and East Riding and has a
long standing relationship with ADS. We have received
regular donations over a number of years which are in
excess of £10,000 (Photo 39).
39
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Striving to improve services often means not
being afraid to try something new

Our
Workforce

_
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This year The East Riding Partnership teamed up
with the Emmaus Rough Sleeper Project to support
individuals faced with the bleak prospect of a winter
on the streets. As the nights lengthened and the
temperatures nosedived, rough sleepers become
vulnerable to the winter months. We asked people
to consider donating non-perishable foods and
warm clothes such as jumpers, socks and gloves.
We received a huge response from our service
users, staff and the general public in supporting this
initiative. Following this we have set up a dedicated
rough sleeper’s clinic in Bridlington providing them
with advice and support required to manage their
circumstances in a healthier way (Photos 40-41).
The Juice Bar (Photo 42) continues to offer advice
on a range of Image and Performance Enhancing
Drugs (IPED’s) and this year it launched a Live Chat
service. This new initiative has been introduced as a
convenient, modern, interactive way to help people
get support and information from expert staff, and
can be accessed on the Juice Bar web page
www.ads-uk.org/thejuicebar
In Doncaster we have given service users the
opportunity to experience ‘Tapping Therapy’. Service
users were introduced to the alternative therapy
as part of a six-week course of sessions to provide
coping mechanisms for dealing with stress and
anxiety. The therapy involves tapping acupressure
points on the head and hands, and helps with anxiety,
depression and anger. Our Stress and Anxiety Group
is just one example of the range of therapies and
interventions we provide to help people acquire the
skills and tools for coping with the triggers that led
them to reach for drugs and alcohol (Photo 43).
New Beginnings is piloting ‘Inspirado’ a relapse
prevention game designed to help people in recovery.
Created by Joojo Kyei-Sarpong from the University
of Sunderland, who has dedicated his career to
supporting those living with addiction, the game can
be played with two people or as part of a larger
group session of up to 10 people. Players start out
as Caterpillars and navigate their way around the
board picking up positive behaviours to help them to
overcome the everyday challenges that can hold back
their recovery. The game finishes with each player
collecting new skills and emerging as butterflies.

“We are always on the lookout for different ways to
give our service users the best possible opportunities
for a successful recovery. People in the healing
process from addiction face many hurdles and
pitfalls which can cause them to relapse. We are
road testing this new game to see if it is something
that we can introduce across Aspire as part of our
range of resources for substance misuse treatment.”
Neil Firbank, Senior Day Programme Practitioner at New
Beginnings.

As well as being a unique intervention tool for
supporting people in their recovery journey from
addiction, ‘Inspirado’ can be used to benefit people
experiencing the loss of a friend or family member
through drug overdose (Photo 44).
Aspire have delivered some great training workshops
to social work students at Sheffield Hallam university.
Lydia, Naomi and our peer mentors gave an overview
of the service, and the holistic family services we
deliver, the feedback was very positive with many
of the students personally thanking the mentors and
remarking how valuable their unique insight had been
(Photos 45-46).
Foundations had their film Making up for Lost Time
selected as one of the official festival films to be
shown around the country. The Recovery Street
Film Festival, now into its fourth year, encourages
people to submit a short three-minute film to
tell their experience of addiction and recovery.
The competition, which forms part of the festival,
gives a voice to people affected by addiction and
an opportunity to tell their story of recovery. Our
shortlisted film was shown at pop up street cinemas in
various cities.
Watch it here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iMSON3QLOM&list=
PLQeUqmCikGyY0zWkiOIrRVUHOiI03fPn6&index=8

Supporting all those who make our services work
At ADS we understand that our workforce includes
paid employees and volunteers who all contribute
to the high quality services we deliver. We have a
commitment to support the whole of our workforce
and ensure opportunities for development and
progression is available for all. This is demonstrated
in the growth in the number and range of accredited
qualifications we deliver each year.
This year 379 certificates for accredited courses were
awarded including steroid awareness, substance
Misuse Awareness, Novel Psychoactive Substances
and Image and Performance Enhancing Drugs.
Volunteer Mentors who contribute so effectively to
the services are all qualified through our accredited
training programme. This assures quality and
supports mentors personal development and
employment readiness.
We also invest in professionals, delivering training
to a wide range of community organisations
and stakeholders enhancing the community and
organisations capacity to support service users. ADS
offer the Assessed and Supported Year in Employment
for newly qualified social workers which augments the
placements offered and ensures the next generation
of qualified professionals understands substance
misuse.

Accredited courses

Level 3 Tackling Substance Misuse

5 Certificates awarded

Mentoring and Peer Support		

56 Certificates awarded

Mentoring Practice

1 Certificates awarded

Understanding Boundaries and Confidentiality		

25 Certificates awarded

Alcohol Awareness

55 Certificates awarded

Drug Awareness		

66 Certificates awarded

Current Issues in Psychoactive Substances Misuse

93 Certificates awarded

Steroid Awareness		

20 Certificates awarded

Health & Safety Awareness in a Working Environment		

19 Certificates awarded

Equal Opportunities, prejudice and discrimination		

26 certificates awarded

Level 3 Motivational Interviewing

13 certificates awarded

Staff awards
Nominations were accepted and an awards committee met to consider the nominations. The awards were
announced at the annual staff conference with each winner receiving a certificate and cash prize.
Category		Winner
Innovation

John Wattam

Supporting Developing Practice 		

The Social Work Team

Effective Team Working

Alison Haynes

Most Effective Partnership Working 		

Karen Young and Gail Down

Improving Service User Experience 		

ERP – Changes Service
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Timeline
Financial
Management

Introduction
The economic environment has been challenging
over recent years with competition growing, funding
reducing and a commissioning approach increasingly
characterised by the use of commercial tendering
mechanisms. In this challenging landscape the ADS
has utilised its strong financial position to invest in the
skills and resources to ensure that it’s services remain
of a high quality and that it continues to effectively
deliver on its mission.
Income
The income of the ADS has remained steady this
year with overall income at £2,512,032 (2016/17
£2,510,650).
Expenditure
The majority of the ADS’s funding is Restricted, in that
the income is required to be expended on specific
services that are contracted. Expenditure in 2017/18
amounted to £2,520,030 (£2,365,173 2016/17). Whilst
most of this is pay costs there has been a continued
investment in up skilling key posts and resourcing the
organisation to meet the challenges of the current
economic environment. The great majority of these
costs relate primarily to the operational staff, and
the ADS continue to minimise management and
administration costs and demonstrate best value to
commissioners. In order to ensure this is transparent
to purchasers a direct charge of 10% is levied on all
contracts.

The Chief Executive is responsible for day to day
control of operations and the performance of the
ADS. The Chief Executive has also set in place
operational controls over service provision, to ensure
that employees are trained and working to proper
standards.
An annual Business and Finance Strategy review is
carried out, and from this an Action Plan is completed
and agreed by the Board. The plan sets out priorities
for new service opportunities and funding. The ADS
prepares detailed budgets and monthly management
accounts, and the performance of each cost centre
is monitored against budget by the budget holder
supported by a management accountant. The
Management Board monitor performance against the
global budget.
In order that the ADS is compliant with Charity
Commission guidelines, and to enable it to deal with
any issues arising from short-term fluctuations in
funding and/or cash flow, the Board sets a minimum
reserves target. This target has been achieved and
maintained. The mechanism for calculating the
minimum reserves target sits within a comprehensive
reserves policy that is reviewed annually.
The overall finance strategy is delivered through
a range of annual plans and policies ensuring the
delivery of the charity’s objectives. This balanced
approach has enabled the investment in capacity and
infrastructure alongside traditional investments and
a business case approach through which additional
income is generated while enhancing the charity’s
ability to deliver its objectives.

Balance sheet
There has been no significant change in the fixed
assets of the ADS.
The balance of cash held across all accounts at the
year-end was £687,949 (2016/17 £883,026). This
year the charity continued to invest in line with the
investment strategy and fundraising policy generating
additional income.
Corporate governance, risk management and
reserves policy
The ADS Trustees have given consideration to the
major risks to which the Charity is exposed and to the
systems designed to mitigate those risks. The ADS
has an experienced Management Board, principally
drawn from senior figures in commerce, health and
the criminal justice system, which has ably supported
its growth.
The Management Board oversees and approves
the overall strategy and management of the ADS
and meets six times a year, reviewing business
developments and agreeing policy with the Executive
Team.

Outlook
The service is in a sound financial position and the
recent investment has ensured that the structures,
skills and resources are in place to control and
manage expansion and development going forward.
The operational management structure and systems
reflect this and they are sufficiently robust to manage
and sustain development in the future. Alongside this
the charity has a robust planning structure which
supports an ethos of continuous improvement and
development to enable forward planning and ensure
the Board is able to continue to govern the agency
effectively.
The ADS is well placed to build on its core areas and
further develop and expand its services in the region.
It has a growing reputation locally for providing a
quality service, with a pro-active and experienced
management team, supported by an active,
professionally focused Management Board.

April
ASPIRE
Aspire service users on the road to recovery from
drug and alcohol problems are being given a
fitness boost thanks to the support of local charity
Doncaster Culture and Leisure Trust (DCLT).
Read more here:
http://www.aspire.community/partnership-workingpromotes-fitness-in-recovery/2300/
Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thank you to:
J W Chapman Earlesmere Trust
Doncaster Health Watch - Micro Grant Award

May
The East Riding Partnership
The ERP delivering training to our new peer mentors
in the East Riding.
ASPIRE
Aspire try Tapping as part of a six-week course of
sessions to provide coping mechanisms for dealing
with stress and anxiety.
Read more here:
http://www.aspire.community/tapping-therapysession-relieves-stress-and-anxiety/2387/
ASPIRE
Congratulations to Karen for passing her SMART
facilitator training #Aspire
Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thank you to:
The Joseph & Annie Cattle Trust
The Reuben Foundation
The Sir James Reckitt Charity

June
ASPIRE
Congratulations to our staff working for ASPIRE in
Doncaster as they receiving their CERTA accredited
qualifications.
ASPIRE
New Beginnings hosts a Summer Fete for service
users, friends and neighbours. Celebrating
#recovery good day at #GreatGetTogether
ADS Staff Conference
ADS held its annual staff conference at The Village
Hotel

July
ASPIRE
Aspire ABCD Conference
ASPIRE
WellBean #coffee lounge #TickhillRoadHospital
gets the star treatment at official launch
#Doncasterisgreat @Aspirerecovery @
FlourishStCaths
Foundations
Grimsby Girls complete the Great Grimsby 10K to
raise funds for our services.
Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thank you to:
The E K Harding Charitable Trust
The Samuel Storey Family Charitable Trust

August
ASPIRE
As part of the New Beginnings 5 ways to wellbeing
‘Give’ session a number of our attendees took to the
streets of Balby for a community clean up. During
this they collected 7 bags of rubbish and chatted
with a number of local community members who
gave thanks for their effort. #Aspire#recovery
#communities
The Recovery Games
The 4th annual Recovery Games takes place
celebrating the achievements of people in recovery
from drug and alcohol addiction.
Watch The Recovery Games Video:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PIq94sGoDfk&feature=youtu.be

Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thank you to:
The George A Moore Foundation
Amber Lodge (RDaSH)
Changing Lives
Phoenix Futures (Sheffield)

September
Foundations
Foundations produced a film about recovery and it
has been shortlisted in the National Recovery Street
Film Festival.
Read more and watch here:
https://ads-uk.org/foundations-recovery-streetfilm-festival-contenders/
ASPIRE
New Beginnings start #recovery month with a walk
in the peaks and an Open day
ASPIRE
The weather was a tad inclement but it didn't stop
@newbeg_aspire team competing the Doncaster
Ride for Recovery
Foundations
Dave's inspirational story of #recovery
Dave’s addiction to alcohol ended three marriages,
led to the repossession of his home, the end of a
lucrative career and ultimately almost killed him, is
today celebrating two-and-a-half years sober.
Read his story:
https://www.grimsbytelegraph.co.uk/news/
grimsby-news/former-alcoholic-almost-killeddrink-554367

The East Riding Partnership
Congratulations Martin on passing his level 3 in
motivational interviewing.
The East Riding Partnership
The ERP get ready for #WorldAIDSDay2017 at the
central hub with a festive condom wreath and a
condom Christmas tree
Foundations
Foundations offer BBV & HIV testing to all clients to
bring attention to the global AIDS epidemic.
The East Riding Partnership
The East Riding Partnership and Emmaus Rough
Sleeper Project team up to support people facing a
winter on the streets.

December
The East Riding Partnership
Fantastic news, Dave Reade receives the award for
outstanding care at the Humber NHS Foundation
Trust staff awards.
ASPIRE
Aspire’s neighbourhood litter pick with Doncaster
Council.
Read more:
http://www.aspire.community/aspiresneighbourhood-litter-pick-with-doncastercouncil/2962/
ASPIRE
Aspire celebrates its Peer Mentor graduates at New
Beginnings

Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thank you to:
Oaktrees York; Changing Lives

Read more:
http://www.aspire.community/aspirecelebrates-its-peer-mentor-graduates-at-newbeginnings/2972/

October

The East Riding Partnership
The ERP Christmas Trees -

Foundations
Tony Hutt shares his recovery story with The Grimsby
Telegraph:
https://www.grimsbytelegraph.co.uk/news/
grimsby-news/alcohol-left-housebound-addictroad-556083
Foundations
‘Have hope': A message from Chris #recovery
Chris shares his recovery story,

The first tree, a ’Dream tree’ has a dream catcher
styled topper made by a service user. This inspired
people to put baubles and gift wrapping labels
on the tree on which they write their dream for
recovery. The, often unspoken wishes placed on the
tree have led to a healthy discussion amongst staff
and service users.

Read more here:
https://www.grimsbytelegraph.co.uk/news/
grimsby-news/have-hope-message-manwho-555238

The second tree, a 'sexual health tree', has not only
has proved popular but has helped to promote
HIV awareness week. Decorated with condoms
and bags of condoms which are available to
service users it also has our ‘Sexual Elf’ attached.
Many giggles have resulted but also some serious
conversations regarding sexual health.

The East Riding Partnership
East Riding Partnership at the Health Expo yesterday
offering information on drug and alcohol misuse.
Peter Levy makes an appearance at the stall.

The East Riding Partnership
The East Riding Partnership East Hub Recovery Tree
with messages of hope and recovery with Humber
NHS Foundation Trust

ASPIRE
Homity Pie and Fruit bowl buns were the order of
the day at Rosslyn House Cook n Eat! #Aspire

The East Riding Partnership
ERP Central Hub Christmas Jumper Day.

ASPIRE
Halloween at New Beginnings
The East Riding Partnership
The ERP Service support Movember at Baker street
#prostatecancer and #checkyourballs
Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thank you to:
The Hugh Neill Charity
Tape2Tape
Exceed Logistics

November
ASPIRE
Great recognition at the RDaSH awards night for
all the work put in #inspiring staff from Aspire Drug
and Alcohol Services. Shout out for Volunteers of
the year Susan Hodgson, Leanne Rowland, Sandra
Hardy, Aspire Families Fantastic well done everyone
ASPIRE
Mentor Graduation yesterday. Well done everyone
at Aspire Drug and Alcohol Services
The East Riding Partnership
The East Riding Partnership create a Christmas
wish-tree in each base. Each tree will have a
specially hand made 'topper'. The toppers are
looking good:-)

The East Riding Partnership
Congratulations to Christine, Stephen, Mark & Peter
on passing their Peer Support/Mentoring level 2.
Welcome to the Changes Service team.
ASPIRE
First #recoverycollege today where the scientists
meet the engineers and between us we make
something that really works for people with Aspire
Drug and Alcohol Services and Sheffield Hallam
University Collegiate Crescent
ASPIRE
A fantastic playlist of #Christmas songs from New
Beginnings' choir #welldoneeveryone @rdash_nhs
#doncasterisgreat
The East Riding Partnership
Well done Tina, graduating as a peer mentor in The
East Riding Partnership
Foundations
Fantastic work being done in Foundations North East
Lincs with their ladder to recovery
ASPIRE
Susan Hodgson, who is now in recovery from her
addiction to alcohol thanks to Aspire and New
Beginnings Services in Doncaster. Susan shares her
story with The Star
Read more at:
https://www.thestar.co.uk/news/booze-ripped-myfamily-apart-and-nearly-killed-me-recoveringdoncaster-alcoholic-urges-others-to-get-helpafter-turning-life-around-1-8922099

The East Riding Partnership
The ERP team up with Emmaus with donations to
help and support rough sleepers in our region this
Christmas.
The East Riding Partnership
Great news the CQC report for the East Riding
Partnership which we deliver in partnership with
Humber, has just been released - Rated as Good.
Well done everyone.
The East Riding Partnership
Congratulations Di on qualifying as a peer mentor in
Changes ERP.
Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thank you to:
The Joseph Boaz Charitable Trust

January
ASPIRE
Community clean up in Connisbrough
giving something back to the local
community.#doncasterisgreat
ASPIRE
Great Stakeholder event with Aspire Drug and
Alcohol Services in Doncaster
The East Riding Partnership
The Juice Bar launches a Live Chat service to provide
people with easy access to image and performance
enhancing drug (IPED) advice online.
Read more here:
https://ads-uk.org/juice-bar-launches-live-chat/
The East Riding Partnership
The East Riding Partnership breakfast clubs at Goole
and Bridlington recovery HUB's every Monday
9.30am-11.30am. Share your experiences and learn
a new interest.
The East Riding Partnership
The East Riding Partnership support the Yorkshire
Wildlife Trust in the ‘Bridlington Beach Clean’
Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thank you to:
Ann Rylands Small Donation fund

February
ASPIRE
The icy weather meant baking afternoon at Rosslyn
House was CAKE Just what we needed with a hot
coffee
The East Riding Partnership
A kind but anonymous donor has knitted a number
of scarfs, and bought new beanie hats and gloves
and handed them in at the Travellers Rest Coffee
Shop and Deli in Beverley for the Emmaus Rough
Sleepers Project in conjunction with East Riding
Partnership
Recovery Diary
New Recovery Diary today 'No matter how hopeless
it feels, there is a way out'.
https://ads-uk.org/recovery-diaries/no-matterhopeless-feels-way/
ASPIRE
Planting trees at New Beginnings yesterday as part
of the 5 ways group
Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thanks you to:
The Bergne-Coupland Charity

March
ASPIRE
A great day at New Beginnings Easter Fayre.
Plenty of activities, some great raffle/tombola
prizes donated and money raised for The Recovery
Games,
Donations/Grants/Sponsorship
Thanks you to:
Slimming World Mexborough for weighing in with
a donation of a thousand 5p pieces for Aspire New
Beginnings
http://www.aspire.community/slimmers-turnpennies-into-pounds-for-new-beginnings/3055/

Thanks for the support
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